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Ultraviolet

Who in ven ted love, anyway?

Had to be a girl, right?

Had to be.

’Cause I  don’t get it.

Who can understand

the feeling of shimmering sol

that swallows anything smart 

you wanna say

and tangles your blushing nerves 

up inside your growling guts

so bad,

you almost wanna fart

so bad,

your skin turns all goose bumpy?

Just by looking at the 

brown besos of her eyes, 

the embers of her cheeks,

hearing the sound of her voice in the key of F

entering your ears,

taking root inside

the blob of your thirteen- year- old dude brain
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and washing every thing you see

with a reel of colors 

beyond the spectrum

red,

orange,

yellow,

green,

blue,

indigo,

violet.

More than that.

Ultraviolet.

Glow-in-the-dark outrageous.

It’s what I see 

when Camelia is around.

Is this what it feels like to be
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in love?
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Irrational Fears

Bees.

Abejas scare me rotten.

 There, I said it.

I know. Of all the  things

I could be afraid of, like

El Cucuy

the plague

earthquakes

La Llorona

fires.

It’s bees.

Tiny, hurt- nobody bees.

It’s the worst when a critter zooms by

 because I lose all sense and wild jiggle

my  whole body so it  won’t sting me.

No, the worst is

when I’m around my boy, Paco.
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Closest friend I have

my bud, my dude,

my “I got your back” kinda bro,

and a bee zim zams near me

forcing me to do the wild jiggle and run

’cause he laughs at me,

calls me a miedoso.

Stone-cold scaredy- cat.

And I have to hold myself back

from punching him on the arm

for him to quit it.

Just the thought

takes me right to the time I was six

swinging on the monkey bars.

I smashed a bee with my hand

against the metal.

I jumped off, my hand shooting streaks

of pain, turning on the siren of my wail

fire- engine red blasting through my boca.

It made Moms stop pushing my  little  sisters

on the swings and come  running to me

with a

¿Qué pasa, Elio? ¿Mi’jo?
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zigzagging

across her face.

My throbbing hand swelling,

my lips turning blue,

the weighted blow of pain

pulling me down to the ground

at Moms’s feet  until

my face hit the sand.

Passed out. Stone-cold. Frío.

Then waking up a second  later

just to keep crying

and pushing sand off my tongue

and Moms crying to see I’d come to,

and my  sisters crying to see Moms crying,

my heart pounding louder than our cries,

all of us looking like a broken walnut—

tight, brown, and crumbled together.

The world spun so much I  couldn’t see

the blue clouds and white sky

turn that moment into

what my pops calls an “irrational fear”

which I  can’t get over
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no  matter what I do

to erase it.

Yeah, bees.

And my body growing

explosively like an Animorph

leaving purple Wolverine

stretch mark scratches

on my back and butt.

Puberty.

Wild and scary stuff.

And girls.

I used to be afraid of girls

 until I met Camelia.
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